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Sun Chief, ?rhe Autobiography of a Hopi Indian, [by Don C. Tala:yesva]; e ted by Leo W. Simmons. New Haven and London: Yale
Universit Press and Oxford University Press, 1942. $4.25.
The Man W 0 Killed the Deer, by Frank Waters. New York: Farrar
and Rine art, Inc., 1942. $2.50.
Of recent years the Anglo-Saxon has developed an increasing tendency to see al en peoples as fellow-.humans and to desire a human understanding of t em. By Anglo-Saxon I mean the world-wide belt of people who sha e in the general Anglo-American culture, regardless of
their descent This healthy development is part of a groping towards
a new moral ty, the development of democracy 'from the early Norse
demand for ~quality for me and ~y fellows to insistence on equality
for mankind.l Against it our deep cultural belief in "racial" inequality
wars constan ly. Where that belief has apparently been conquered, it
crops up in tanged forms, above all in an inability to approach an
alien people imply, and in the curious admiration of the sentimentalists (in this p t of the country, their cult of the Indian) which are really forms of cindescension and denials of common humanity.
Sun Chie and The Man Who Killed the Deer are unusual examples
of the scienti. t's and the writer's quest for understanding of the inward
nature of an Indian tribe. A comparison between the two, as it happens, is pointed up by the fact that Mr. Waters, the novelist, spends
some time in lampooning ethnologists, as a minor issue. His method
of doing this Iis ~ot a credit to a writer-the creation of a ridiculo~s figure whom arly competent scientist would regard with equal contempt,
which straw ~an. the author happiJy lambastes. This method is best
known as deMing off the bottom of the pack. By his attack, Mr. Waters fairly e4poses his novel to judgment by the standards of good
science. Th~re are plenty of second-rate to tenth-rate ethnologists, but
it is no morel fair to judge the profession by them than to judge writers
i.
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on Indians by Zane Grey. This broad contempt for ethnologists is
fou~d among whites, particularly among those who dislike a factual
disturbance of their vision of Indians, but is rare among those Indians
who have had intimC!te contact with sound members of the profession.
Ethnologists and writers seek the same goal by different means, and
in part for different purposes. Trained in se~f-distrust, a good scientist hopes to capture the nature of man in a sort of pointilliste accumulation of probable faf;t, avoidi~g perhaps to excess the broad impressions
whic~ are sure to be colored by the prejudices and wishes of his own
fallible humanity. Increasingly scientists realize that the human being
behind the facts, evaporates out of their accumulations of data. So they
have hit upon the idea of letting the Indians speak for themselves-an
idea so obvious that one wonders why the Indians" admiring friends
have never tried it. One could not use this JIlethod with the Taos, the
subject of Mr. Waters' novel, a~t!ibe determined on complete secrecy.
This secrecy is a matter of tribal choice, indicating neither superiority
nor inferiority.
The method contravenes a novelist's raisond'etre, although it offers
him prime material. Fiction as an art requires interpretation, the addition to recorded fact of the artist's subjective vision, the straining of
the whole through- himself. It is only unfortunate that writers have so:
ignored the corpus of Indian autobiographies which began .with Radin's Crashing Thunder ne,arly a generation ago. These books make us
who have tried to set forthth~ Indian in fictionJook pretty sick. LeftHanded's S()n of Old Man Hat, ably edited by Walter Dyk, ,made this
reviewer wish he had never had the temerity to write about Navahos.
To this distinguished line, Don Talayesva's autobiography is a
noble addition. A devout· Hopi ~d religio~s official, he betrays no
secrets, but with that reservation he tells all his story ~ith the directness
and .utter hoqesty peculiar ~o Indians. Like .his predecessors, he demolishes our stuffed, romantic, semi-human Indian and gives us a man,
quite different from us, but possessed of a clear common humanity.
Again we see that if the whit~ and the Indian qualities are added up,
the pluses and minuses may be different, but the sums are equal; and
the end of the equati~n is x equals y (which does' not mean that x· is
identical with 1).
In such a book one constandy glimpses t:!te mystery, the heart of
strength of·the tribe. The mystery, yes, as the white man has his mystery, but none, of the mystic claptrap with which we are likely to swathe
I
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those elem1 of the Indian which we do not understand. To himself
Talayesva is uite clear, nor is he sitting by the firesides of the wealthy
trying to
e a profitable impression., To me the book was strongly
evocative, filled with familiar situations and remembered faces, including the ·au~r's. ~Again and again things which had bewildered me
.among the Hopis fell into place as I read it; illusion after illusion slipped away..
Dr. Sim ons, the editor, contrib~tes a preface worth noting as a horrible examp e of scientific terminology, unclarity, and making twenlJ
words serve or two. In the body of the book he has done splendid
sensitive jo of putting Talayesva's limping English into good form
without des oying its quality. The result is smooth reading, consist- _
en!1y interes .ng, human-and no book for the morally squeamish. Indians take ,eir sex with a freedom which frightens us, a simplicity
which shows us up as prurient, and a singular lack of grace.
In a nov~l the demand on style is much more severe than in simple
reportage.
he author of The Man Who Killed the Deer seems to set
.out aiming £ r intensity and trying to get it by overwriting,'overdescription, and th outworn device of using periods where they do not belong.
The effect i effortful and irritating. But as Mr. Waters gets into his
story, as he ij.imself is carried away, the false intensity slowly disap. pears
and we get tihe powerful, often beautiful writing of a, man who is himself deeply ifupressed, feeling intensely, perceiving beauty.
. The maj r theme of the book is the incompleteness of the Pueblo
Indian who .s not integrated into his tribe with an integration req~ir
ing sympath es (in the original meaning) of which we have little idea,
and of the ueblo itself in which there is dissension and from which a
sacred, nece
part has been wrenched away. He puts his finger well
and truly u n part of what I believe is the mystery and strength of the
Pueblos, the relation of a man's spirit to his own body and to the gre~ter
body of the ribe, and gives this rebttionship a perfect expression:
Here the artist succeeds where the autobiographer fails: what he
describes fa Taos is true for the Hopi, but the Indian author takes it so
for granted, .t is so much a part of what he breathes, that only some rare
circumstanc would bring it tip to conscious statement. (Mr. Waters
giYes his ex licit statement in one of his italicized passages describing
thought dee~ than words.) In Sun Chief you can find it only if you
are huntinglfor it, and then between the lines or casually implied.
What I ive said is enough to mark the novel as a major achieve-

a
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mente I wish I could stop there without having to register some strong
secondary objectionS~ Short of the main theme the white man's weaknesses appear, imporUpltly in characterization. The Indians are not
full human beings; they are figures, they are impressive, they are wrapped in their blankets and their faces are inscrutable, the range of their
thoughts and interests ~s narrower and nobler than ours. They partake of the bill of goods which Indians so ably ;sell us. Perhaps it is unfair to any writer to have his novel read right alo~g with S~n Chiefnot that the Hopis are like the Taos, but that the Indians' own stories
effortlessly blow away the white man's characterizations.
There is another matter less important than character, and unfortunately disagreeable. Mr. Waters deals with 'certain controversies
which are not fiction but well-known fact. Where fact is in question,
it should be handled with reasonable fairness. For instance, he entirely
misrepresentsi the attitude of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
towards the Peyote Cult and the recapture of Blue Lake, and in the
former controversy completely suppresses facts of key importance~He
also indulges in the u:sual cheap tricks for' making ~ll Indian Service
officials look like insincere fools, in at least one case apparently with the
ugly intention that his. victim shall be readily identified., Nothing is
easier than to exploit the ever-ready popUlar prejudice towards the
Indian Bureau with a few catch phrases and a little distortion' Qf fact;
to do so is bad art, and unworthy of a writer with the ability of the
author of The Man Who Killed the Deer.
o L I V'E R L A FAR G E
,
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The Changing Indian, edited by Oliver La Farge; Norman: University
of Oklafioma Pre~ 1942. $2.00.
The Changing Indian, e<ijted by Oliver La Farge, is a collection of
eighteen reports dealing wi-tJ1 the problems and prospects of the In-·
dian popUlation of the Americas. They are the result of a symposium
held by the Institute on the Future of the American Indian, an adjunct
of the Ameridan Association of Indian Affairs.
Whether or not readers agree with the policies outlined by the several writers, none will deny that .they are provocative. Much of the
material'deals specifically with the Indians of the Southwest and, by
extension, with other racial and cultural,entities of that area. Such
dilemmas ~ that of population increase versus a decrease in natural'
resources and the question of whether race classification shall be based'
@

e
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upon geneti or cultural factors are not problems confined to the Indian eleme ts of the Southwest. Neither are the ably discussed subjects of land tenure and conservation and the bilingual and vocational
'aspects of. e1ucation. The prohibitions of space prevent diIect mention of morce than a few articles. State planners and educators, however, will d well to consult Province, Cultural Factors in Land Use
Planning; B rbolla, Indian Education in Mexico; Macgregor, Indian
Education i Relation to the Social and Economic Background of the
ReseroatiOnt and Beatty, Training Indians jor the Best Use of Their
Own Resou ces. La Farge~s summary is excellent for purposes bf or•
'.!
lentatl.en.
Froin th~ point of critical appraisal, it can be said that the work
poses pJtoble~s rather than postulates solutions. Depending upon the
affiliations o~ the several authors, it is also propagandistic. The worst
example of this tendency is to be found in Collier's evangelical introduction. L~ke most messianic doctrine it contains little that relates to
actuality. Ih the face of the known diversity of Indian political structure and l~ tenure, it is surprising to find such a phrase as " . . . the
most ancien and most central Indian institution, local democraCy integrated wit the land." Similarly, members of the Indi'ln and Soil
conservatio+ Services who sweat to promulgate the conservation program on the Navaho reservation will be shocked to learn that it was
"voluntary" and "self-imposed" by that tribe.
W. W. H I L L

~

Navaho
Po tery Making, an Inquiry into the Affinities of Navaho
e.
Painted ottery, by Harry Tschopik, Jr. Cambridge: Papers of-the
Peabody Museum of American Archaeology and Ethnology, Vol.
XVII, N .' I, Harvard University, 1941. No price listed.
Guided y Dr. Clyde Kluckhohn's ethnographic erudition and taking advanta e of Dr. W. W. Hill's work in Navaho material culture
as a point 0 departure, the author of this capable monograph has encompassed ~is subject broadly and with acumen. The timeliness of
his subject, in view of augmented interest in Navaho archaeology, canIJ.0t be unde!stated. The technology section runs the gamut of detailed
description, from consideration of the containers used for mat~rials
to the prop rtional prevalence of firing accidents. Navaho terms for
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t<;K>ls, forms, materials, and design characteristics are faithfully recorded.
_
A separate section is devoted to pipes and their uses.
The pages concerning social and ritual aspects of pottery making
relate circumstances of. instruction.in the art, with observance of the
slighdy digressing customs of the several areal' subdivisions of the
Navaho. Mythological references associate hermaphroditic makers with
the origin of pottery. We see that lack of observance of ritual restriction,
in the handling and making of Navaho pottery, would induce blindness. It is in actuating the staidly objective study of pottery with these
correlated cultural items that Tschopik ~xcels. While documenting
the probabiljty of the western Pueblo origins of Navaho painted pottery, Tschopik submits that the craft was a young one, in view of the
extent of Navaho prehistory, and that pottery making has become virtually obsolete by reason of the substitution of commercial wares.
P A U L. R E I T E R

III Fares the Land, by Carey McWilliams. Boston: Little, Brown and
Company, 1942. $3.00.
A Camera Report on El Cerrito, , by Irying Rusinow. Washington:
United States Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Agricultural
Economics, Miscellaneous Publication N o~ 479, 1942.

~

A chronic complaint among social scientists, especially in the evaluation and initiation of human welfare programs, is the cry for synthesis.
The complaint is reai, the complainer~ mixed. Too often the complaint simply hides a chronic unwillingness to act and a chronic willingness to suspend judgment. With his magnificent III Fares the Land,
Carey McWilliams has established new and bold patterns of synthesis
in a field Qverloaded with alleged "facts" and underloaded with sensible interpretation. With!ll Fares the Land, McWilliams is easily
America's most creative synthesizer in the field of industrial agricultural
relations.
Earlier~ in his notable Factories in th.e Field, McWilliams, in a relentless documentation of, California's industrialized agriculture, established the thesis of the describable inhumapity in ADierican rural sweatshops. In Factories in the Field McWilliams used the apparent spectacular Cali~orniaagriculture for developing his thesis; in Ilis new
work, patterns which seemed peculiar to California are, demonStrated
to be national patterns,' national problems, and a national disgrace.'
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol12/iss4/20
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East an Middle West can no longer complacently view the "Oaku
ies and" rkies u of California' with hypocritical astonishment. In
East and Mi dle West, too, migratory agricultural workers have experienced subs andard wages, substandard housing ("substandardu is a
weasel eup mism _now popular among government researchers) , and
the highly s ndardized treatment whenever agricultural workers have
tried to or ize themselves into unions. Migrant labor and migrant
destitution e known around the truck farms in New York and Pennsylvania, th .fruit farms of Georgia and Florida, the orchards in the
Pacific Nort~west, and the sugar beet areas in Colorado (the chapter,
"Colorado ~erry-Go-Round,u for example, is a stunning piece of sustained critir:l and descriptive writing and is required reading for
students of "Spanish-American problems"); even Maine and Long
Island are n t unfamiliar with migratory "farm" workers.
McWilliams, of course, has leaned, not heavily but selectively, on
the Tolan allld :LaFollette committee reports. But he has supplemented
his extremely careful study of this valuable source material with
first-hand knowledge and penetrating understanding of the areas involved. Willi all due consideration for the great work of Paul Taylor,
this work of McWilliams is a pioneering job of organization, presentat.on, and linterpretation. No student of the main currents in the
t!ansformadons developing both in agriculture and industry-indeed
no responsil!>le citizen---can ignore McWilliams' material or his recommendations Ifor action based on that material. In his chapter, ','From
- Talk To A~tion," McWilliams ,poses the question, the only question
with any relevance, regarding the issues raised by the migrant .labor
problem, the family-sized farm problem, the farm factory problem:
namely, "The question is: what kind of society do we want?"
Rusinow's new "camet:a report" is further -heartening evidence of
his quick arid maturing skill as recorder and revealer of the village
communitie~ of New Mexico. Anyone<"who has followed'Rusinow's
work-the Santa Cruz study, the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy report, the Taos photographs (unpublished), and now EI Cerrito-must
surely sense Rusinow's position as the most exciting historian of the
human Ian cape of the Hispanic Southwest. Here are people: working, lookin for work, attending mass, eating, and, perhaps, wondering about the an taking their pictures.
If one w nts to sense tile economic and hu~ landscape, of aNew
Mexican viI age, without frills, without carefully rehearsed atmosph~c
I
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attitudes, Rusinow's photographs are unhesitatingly recommended.
_This is not to say that ~usinow is without· affection, without real
warmth for his "subjects"; J:1e has these qualities, 'too, in full measure.
Unfortunately, the text which accompanies Rusinow'scamera report is not only inferior, but actually a monotonous caricature of the
new simpiicity current in government reports. Simplicity'is not synonymous with monosyllabic banality. The accompanying prose is a
distinct disadvantage to the. photographs. (Note: To Whomever It
-Concerns: Why not let Rusinow prepare hiS own texts?) Rusinow's
work, despite prose collaborators and poor reproduction and. strange
sequence of pictures, continues to command t?e interest of both -photographers and sociologists. One must look forward with considerable
pleasure to seeing Rusinow's work on his present assignment in South
America for the ,Office of the Co-ordinator of Inter-American Affairs.
One final observation: Why can't someone bring McWilliams and
Rusinow together? ' The results of such a combination could make
lot of people happy; especially, I think, McWilliams and Rusinow.

-
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History of Utah: I847 to I869, by Andrew Love Neff; edited and annotated by Leland Hargrave Creer. Salt Lake City, Utah: The
Deseret News P.res.s, 1940. $4.00.
_
Desert Saints: the Mormon Frontier in Utah, by Nels Anderson. Chicago: The Unive~sity of Chicago Press, 1942. $4.00.
Westward Ame.rica, by HowarQ,R. Driggs; with Reproductions 'of forty
Water Color Paintings by William H. Jackson. New York:' -G. P.
Putnam's Sons, 1942. $5.00.
From Covered Wagon to Streamliner, by Edward Hungerford. New
York: The Greystone Press, 1941.· $1.75.
Andrew Love' Nelf has been chara~erized as one of the great historians of Utah. He merits the distinction, though it be bestowed by
a friend, for his History of Utah is-not a potboiler but rather the result
of twenty years of patient' and-metiqI1ous sch~larship. His volume
steers a middle course between the pro-Mohnon Comprehensive
History, by B.H. Roberts, ang the profuse and popular anti~Mormon
literature. Mormons tend to idealize and romanticize their sigillficant
part in Wes!ern history; nO~l:·Mormons and apostates tend to dramahttps://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol12/iss4/20
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tize it for i unsympathetic publi~ and sometimes with an eye on the
market. Bo groups tend to ignore the facts and fail "to tell the truth"
in the sense laid down as a principle by Dr. Creer in his editor's foreword: "The correct point of view ... is to view that faith as something
new and es ntially different} not necessarily better or worse, superior
or inferior, except as the facts of history warrant, considered inductively."
Dr. Neff the author, and Dr. Creer, the editor, though both members of the Mormon Church, have never .been its commissioned historians. Both were students of Professor Herbert E. Bolton at the
University of California and were thoroughly trained, through writing their dissertations on distinct periods in Western, Utah, and Mormon history, in the methodology of that eminent historian. Dr. Neff
taught history ~d political science at the University of Utah for seventeen years before his death in 1936. Prodded by his widow, the Board
of Regents subsidized the completing of the unfinished manuscript,
which runs, to a thousand printed pages after careful editing by Dr.
Leland H. reer. Dr. Creer, chairman of the department of history
and politi I science at the University of Utah, added his own great
authority a d background to the task of editing, contributing about
two hundre pages of the finished work. This brief review has space
f!!! only for tribute to the volume as a standard work.
Dr. Neff devoted
- twenty years of his life, in moments free from teaching, to his manuscript. He covered only the period from 1847 to 1869, and his projected thre~ volume. work embracing the entire history of his native
state remains unfinished at the moment. It is unusually refreshing to
find a scholar with sufficjent academic reticence and humility, with
patience and care, to refrain from writing for the money marke~ and
from prematurely publishing a great work. Perhaps the real monument to Dr. Neff's memory is his unfinished task. Perhaps Dr. Creer
will take~·
t' p. The writer hopes so.
Nels
derson includes in his Desert Saints the history of the
Mormons om the beginning to stateh,.ood (1896). He writes briefly,
yet not sea tily; h~is fair and syIttpathetic, drawing upon Mormon and
non-Morm n, pro-Mormon and anti-Mormon sources. His effort
results in a ~hort and complete--complete in the sense of substantialpicture of ormon history. IJe draws chiefly on secondary materials
but includ. s primary sources at points of controversy. Nominally a
Mormon'l is not possessed of the ex~e idealism of the Mormons
Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1942
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in expou~ding'their own position; nor is he the bitter, revengeful, or
smart-aletky critic. His interest is chiefly sociological. In his last one
hundredpages he discusses the ec()nomic and social aspects of Mormon
group life. He confines his studies to ~ rather small segment of Mormon life, St. George, Utah, but his picture is not distorted by this ~
rawness of approach.' It is difficult to see, assuming his close contact
with the Mormons, how he could make the error which appears in
page 335 where he says that' "In the Melchizedek priesthood ;ue two
grades" the lesser of whieh is the elder, and next is the high priest."
This priesthood ha.s three grades, the middle one being seventy.
Similar slight errors appear in his explanatory material. His handling
of his sources'and documents, however, is unimpeachable. As with the
Neff volume, only a few statements would be unsatisfactory to the
authorities of the Mormon Church, though in no sense can Mr. Anderson be called a Mormon writer.
Mr. Anderson has. found a distinctiveness in Mormon group life.
Thi.s -way of life is the result of the impact between a strong faith,
preached and promoted by powerful leadership, and, a -frontier, in
most: places and at all times an unfavorable physical environment.
There is also the, impact of a decidedly unfriendly gentile social, economic, and political competition. It is a life that produces great results
because of great/sacrifice. The emphasis is on character, on individual
initiative and enterprise, and on Joyalty not" only to authority but to
an ideal. Distinctive Mormon group life has been fading since 1896
(statehood) OF perhaps since 1875 (the passing of the frontier). At
great odds Mormonism reqrins this group within itself, but in so far as
effect~ye ,political, social, and' economic' control of the affairs of the
state 6f Utah is concerned, this Mormon group life is at the present
moment a chapter in the history of the West. The impact of the present war will probably erasetit .from the former checkerboard pattern of
American group life.
Westward America is written by another Mormon, who teaches at
New York University. Howard R. Driggs has long identified himself
with pioneer trail marks and landmarks; and as president of the Oregon
Trails Memorial Association since 19218 he has done much to record in
monument, and now in word, the westward movement of the American pioneer..,. He sees this movement :and the characters in ~t through
rose-colored glasses, through the eyes of romance and beauty, of sweetness ,and li~ht. He looks upon ~estern history as a tourist would
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol12/iss4/20
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look upon B ce Canyon, as a thing of lasting joy and beauty forever,
and not as t4e inhabitant of the canyon and its environs would look
upon it, as a bad place in which to lose a cow, as a place where, because
of the hards ips of nature, body and soul can hardly be kept together.
. Westward A erica is a beautiful book. It is meant to be, and its beauty
need, if not created, by the delicate and lovely reproduchas been e
tions 'of for water colors by the artist William H. Jackson, -himself a '
participant in the~ pioneer effort. Dr. Driggs, in his narrative, has not.
failed the puplishers or Mr. Jackson in sustaining the pleasing effect of
the volume. Though idealistic and romantic, he has written beautifully and adequately for the purpose.
From Covered Wagon to Streamliner is a thin volume of few words
and many r~resentations of the history of American land _transportation, mainly the railroad. It preserves many fine old prints of locomotives, statio ,and events in the history of western railroading. The
railroad cam~ to Utah finally in 1869. It was the bridge by which the
met to become the United States, a nation rich with
East and West
I
pioneer inh¢ritance, a nation endowed above all others in modem
times with aI source for the renewal of spiritual greatness in times of
•trouble and in times of great crisis.
I

FRANK

H.

JONAS

Bigfoot Wal'ace by Stanley Vestal. Boston: Houghton Mimin Company, 1942. $3.00.
J

Bigfoot Wallace, the hero of Stanley Vestars new biography, was
a first-rate fighting man. Born in Virginia of the Wali~ces and Blairs
of Revolutionary fame, he became a Texan by choice, arriving just
too late for San Jacinto in April of 1836: For fifty years and more
whenever there was fighting that needed to be done, Bigfoot was on
hand either as a Ranger or on his own. Between fights, he hunted,
farmed a bit, drove a stagecoach from San Antonio to EI Paso, swapped
yams, and played practical jokes.
, Bigfoot is well known to most Texans th-rough his contemporary
biographers,' John Duval and A. J. Sowell, and through constantly
growing leg nds. Many living Texans remember him well, a massive,
genial, str ght-as-an-arrow old· man around San Antonio in the
eighties and nineties. This modern biography by one of America's
foremost
ters, with a national publisher, is calculated to make BigPublished by UNM Digital Repository, 1942
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foot an All-American hero, taking his plClce with: other tcill men of the
. frontier: Daniel Boone, Kit Carson, and Davy Crockett.
_ Mr. Vestal has gathered his material from many sources, but chiefly
from Sowell and Duval. In his' preface Mr. Vestal seems to this
, reviewer to have underestimated. Duval and bis own indebtedness
him. The most sustained interest of Vestal's book is in the account of
the Mier Expedition.. Here particularly he owes much to Duval's
realistic, detailed narrative. Mr. Vestal has, too, made an occasional
error in fact and bibliography evident to a Texan. It is more· important, though,. that through skillful choice of episodes, a clear chronological' arrangement, and a consistent style, Mr. Vestal has achieved
from his material a unified book.~ In spite of a slightly slow start, he
keeps the reader turning the pag~s to the end. The book never quite
reaches, however, the high standards in phrasing and suspense that
the author set for himself in Kit Carson and Sitting B~ll.
Nevertheless, Stanley'Vestal's new biographYl:is more than a skillfully retold tale. It is biography and history with-implications for the
present. Santa Ana is like Hitler, a rUthless,dictator, whose promises
are gusts of words. When the Texans lost in w~r, Mr. Vestal makes
clear, it was because of politics, of lack of organization, and of forcefpl,
united leadership, and because they were gullible. Wh~n they won,
they won through the courage and resourcefulness of plain individuals
like Bigfoot and through wise leaders they believed in. Stanley Vestal's
Bigfoot Wallace is a timely book for America in 1942. ~

to

I'

~

MABEL

MAJOR

Star of the Wilderness, by Karle Wilson Baker. New York: CowardMcCann, Inc., 1942. $2.75.
~

There is material in Texas history for a dozen magnificent histori.cal novels, but they are yet to be written. Meanwhile, Karle Wilson
Baker, in her new novel of early rrexas, has not escaped the pitfalls of
others who have written aboJit Texas. One of them is the attempt to
encompass too much of the rich material availaJ:>le. Star of the Wi.lderness is a long novel of the stormy years from. 1829 to 1835, 'and the
author tries to bring into focus almost the whole imbroglio. This
inciusiveness, however, wouM not be an insurmountable tault if the
book possessed the indefinable qualities of good fiction.
Painstaking is the adjective that best applies ,to the description of
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol12/iss4/20
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the too nu erous fictional characters, who· clutter the book with their
ambitions, ectio}ls, adventures, and loyalties. Confusion is increased
by the refer ce to these people by their titles, last names, Christian
names, and icknames. Long before the reader has reached the end, he
considers th ir appearance in the narrative as an intrusion. The "hero"
and Uheroin are stereotyped and are more reminiscent of Mississippi
showboat fi res than of vigorous, intrepid pioneers. There' is conscientious r cording of authentic ~detail which conveys a picture of the
social and domestic life of the period, and there is the injection of the
element of tystery, but the novel still lacks some essential ingredient.
Perhaps the ~xplanation lies in Mrs. Baker's long success as a poet.
Her poetry as been characterized by gentleness and integrity, but these
same qualit~es impart to her fiction a softness and trepidity that is too
ladylike to !fit the exigencies of robust, roistering pioneer life. She
writes in a s~ntimental feminine style; the material invites a more virile
pen.
The fie on'is so inextricably interwoven with the history that it is
necessary t scan i~ briefly. Paul McAlpine, handsome, mercurial,
adventure-l ving Scotsman of the Ohio Valley, came home one day in
1829 to tell 's .pretty, gentle wif~, Jesse, that he had engaged passage on
the Star- of ~he Wilderness~ and that they were going to Te~s. She,
who a cent
later might have got a divorce on the grounds of mental
cruelty, no support, desertion, unfaithfulness, or felony, meekly prepared for th journey which ended in Nacog;doches on a cold December
night.
Here, h ppily, Mrs. Baker steps into the role of historian, where she
is so much ljIlore adept than as novelist, so that it is as history that the
critic must evaluate this book. Upon the "torrential sequence of events
of the winter of '34-'35, Mrs. Baker builds a narrative of a glorious, mad,
wasteful, confused struggle and the birth of" the RepUblic of Texas. Dr.
James Grant is the central historical,figure. His role was a minor one
in compar~'sn to the legendary roles of Houston, Austin, Bowie, Fannin, and 0 ers, but his name is obscure only because he failed to carry
out his ai . He wanted to lead an army to Matamoras to save his
confiscated bining properties there and so far succeeded that he took
some hundted men to death with him at San Pa~rici9. Obtaining a
colonelcy 1th the New Orleans Grays, he was wounded in the assault
upon Bexa ; and when Ben Milam fell, ingratiated himself with the
new comm der, Francis W. Johnson, persuading Johnson to the ill-

,
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timed march toward the Rio Grande. Mrs. Baker makes Paul McAlpine'
.a first cousin of Dr. Grant, and s~nds him along as Grant's aide. She
. adheres strictly to th~ record in regard to events; but she partially
defends Dr. Grant's _motives, picturing him as "the beloved Scot" and
giving him a niche among the heroes of the Republic, although he had
not stood for Texas independence.
Despite any carping about its merits as fiction, Star of the Wilderness d<;>es offer zestful,reading for Texans, in whose ears still rings the
battlecry, "Remember the Alamo."
LAURA SCOTT

MEYERS

, Pan American Progress..., by Philip Leonard Green. -New York: Hastings House; 1942. $2.00.
Argentina: The Life Story of a Nation, by John W. White. New York:
The Viking Press, 1942. $3.75.
Negroes in B~azil: A Study of Race Contact at Bahia, by Donald Pierson. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1942. $4.50.
Brazil u·nder Vargas, by Karl Loewenstein. New York: 'The Mac-millan Company, 1942. $2.75.
Frontier by Air: Brazil Takes the Sky Road, by Alice Rogers Hager; \
photographs. by 1ackie Martin. New York: the Macmillan Company, 1942 • $3.50.

This reviewer is pleased ~ to firid himself in the nowadays rather
unusual positio~ of being able to recommend, with only a few minor
reservat.ions, all five boo~ on Latin American subjects assembledhere.---To all who know Philip Leonard Green and his work it is good
news that he has followed up his book Our Latin A.merican Neighbors
(published last year) with a compan,ion volume. The former is one
of the best brief introductjons in any language to;the civilization of
Ibero-America. The latter proposes to explain to the general reader ~
the problems and evolution of relations between the United States and
Latin America and.. among the Latin American countries themselves.
This~book is unique in that it does not present a theoretical treatise, a
history text, or a travel report, but chiefly a concise a¢ount of all major
inter-American conventions, agreements, and institutions, their development, and their practical, qperation. The fields of politics, economics, culture, and teChnicalco-operation are eRually well covered. A
selected bibliography and a detailed index enhance the usefulness of
i
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the volume. However, this is by no means a mere handbook. The
author, sup rted by his long and intimate experience in the field,
informs his ader by sound appraisals of what has been achieved and
what still h to be done. He very rightly emphasizes the too-oftenoverlooked i portance of the "personal equation." "Pan Americanism"must tak root among the peoples of America, if it is ever to flourish. Pan A er~can efforts, monopolized by or limited to governments
or restricted ircles, can only be likened ·to a castle in the clouds, separated from e solid realities that should give it strength."
Greents ~ook ~s one of those only too rare, unspectacular contribu~ions which r,re .the outcome of many years of devoted and patient
work and w~ich' are-or at least could be-incomparably more useful
than certain fims~ best-sellers with which we have been sw~mped late~y.
John W.I White has served for many years as corr~spondent of
United StateS newspapers in Latin America and is undoubtedly familiar
with many pe~ts of his subject. About one-third of his book, Argentina~ contai
a summary of the -history of the country; most of the
remainder di usses her recent and present economic and political problems and her relations with t~e United States and other foreign powers.
Althoug this book is far from the irresponsible outpourings of
"roving repo ters," it does contain some of those facile generalizations
which shoul not be tolerated. "The Argentines are described as "materialistic, imp~rialistic, hypocritical, overbearing, and insincere" (p. 15) t
and yet the arne author on another occ~ion takes pains to point out
the tremend us differences which exist between the typical porteno
(the inhabi nt of the capital city) and the people of the interior.
The best parts of the book are probably those which describe the
present poli .cal conditions and· the foreign trade problems. White
makes it cle that since the successful reactionary revolt of 1930 a_conservative, pr -facist dictatorship has been ruling the country, backed ~y
the clique of large landowners who consider an anti-democratic regime
the only means
by which they can save their economic and political
I
monopoly. Fraudulent elections, censorship, and a state of siege under
the pretext f preserving a "neutrality" which in itself is a pro-fascist
policy, are eir principal means. During his active years in office, the
late Presiden Ortiz made an honest effort to steer the country back to
democracy.
er he had to tum the office over to the vice-president,
Castillo, an ch·"authoritarian/' the situation became hopeless and
remains so, least for the present..
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White believes that the so widely advertised difficulties in trade
relations between the United States and Argentina ~o1I.ld have been
solved by greater franknesS· on both sides concerning the true reasons
for the exclusion of fresh Argentine meat from this country and the real
proportions .of this issue. He is very outspoken in regard to the sins
of unilateral compensation agreements which were indulged in, not
only by Germany but also by Great Britain, as far as trade with Argentina is concerned; and he breaks a lance f9r trade pacts based on the
most-favored-nation clause which he, very rightly, considers the only
means of solving Argentina's foreign trade problem' in the long run.
He ad.l1eres to the one-sided viewpoint that "the whole problem of the
.South American relations of the United States ... is an economic
one" (p. 288) -; and in a chapter, "Why Americans Are Disliked," he
blames "American (Protestant) missionaries" and "American 'good
will' junkets" for much of this udislike" (p. 257) .
This is one more book which leaves the attentive reader startled by
the fact that reputable 'publis1)ing houses allow thei~ _books to go out
without having received the benefits of careful editing. One finds not
only' such faux pas as ua much more sounder basis" (p. 20) and "conquistadors" (P.23) (if the SI1anish term is used it should be used correctly) but the statement that the popUlation of the country in 1940
was "more than 30,000,000" (p. 124), instead of 13,ooo,000~ What is
more serious, the author expresses the opinion that Argentine' exports
can expect to find a promising market "among the 120,0~0,000 people
of Chile, Peru,' Ec~ador, Colombia, Venezuel~, and Mexico" (p. 229).
The total population of Latit~ America, including Brazil and Argentina itself, is about 125,000,000. The countries mentioned by White
have a combined population of about 44,000,000;
Decidedly weak is the part dealing wiPt the cultural aspects. No
reader who did not know otherwise would suspect that Argentina has
produced a remarkably great 'proportion of the outstanding thinkers
and writers of Latin America. Alberdi,. Sarmiento, and Mitre ;ire menstatesmen (on p. 91 the latter's name is rendered- as
tioned only
"Bartoline,', instead of Bartolome) , and men like Monteagudo, Echeverria, Estrada, Ricardo Rojas, Manuel Ugarte, Carlos Octavio Bunge,
Alejandro Korn, J1ranciscoRomero, and Hugo Wast not at all. In this
the book, unfortunately, is not an exception among presentations of
Hispanic America by North American writers, most of whom do not
seem to 4ive awakened to the realization that one cannot interpret the
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"life" of ano er coun~ry (least of all that of a Latin country) without
giving seriouJ attention to those of its representatives who are engaged
in pursuits odter than business and politics.
This overfight can hardly be considered as compensated for by the
assertion that I"there are 1.4,000 institutions of higher learning, including 24 universities" in Argentina (p. 299) -a statement which, incidentally, was Iapprovingly repeated in a review of this book in the
New York Ti es Book Review. What our author meant was undoubtedly not "inst tutions of higher learning" (the term is used for institutions on a co legiate or higher level), but "secondary schools. Yet the
total number of secondary schools of all descriptions in Argentina in
1935'was 779 that of all universities in 1942 is six.
OccasionaJ errors also occur in the historical section. It is not true,
for instance, :that "the Spanish government prohibited immigration
into the colonies all during the colonial period" (p. 47). Immigration
was restricte4.to Spaniards and strictly controlled. The fact that the
La Plata regibn did not attract many immigrants during the colonial
era was due to its lack of precious metals and the unfavorable conditions under ~hich its trade had to iabor. The statement that "Argentina was a ~ealthy and prosperous country during the two decades
between the First and Second World Wars because Irigoyen kept the
country out ~f the first one" (p. 150) is highly debatable. By the same·
token it couJd be r~asoned (and is being reasoned) that the same
"neutrality" policy holds good today.
These n~essary critical remarks should not detract from the fact
that the boo is basically sound and is the most acceptable introduction
to contempolary Argentina now available in. English for the general
reader.
,Negroes in Brazil is the outcome of several years of field study by a
United States sociologist in Bahia, one of the centers of negroid population in the Americas. It traces the evolution of the slave trade and slave
economy, emancipation, and interracial relations i~ Brazil in gene!al
and then ~nalyzes the forms and extent of racial adjustment in ~ahia in
particular. ~
.
,
It is well own that the population of Brazil has a larger percentage
of negro blo d than that of most other countries in the Western Hemisphere, incluqing the United States, and that the negroid element has
contributed ~onsiderably to the formation of Brazilian civilization.
The racial attitude of the Portugu~se and Brazilians has always been
Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1942
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characterized by a tendency to encourage assimilation of the African
minority through biological absorption and social 'acculturation, without, however, ever attempting to hasten this proce~ by imposing the
supposedly higher European patterns through social pressure. The
general result has been absence of violence and embitterment in connection with abolition, an interracial relationship based principally on
personal contacts and eyaluation of individual qualities instead of collective discrimination, ,and a gradual elimination of pure negroes and
thus of a racial problem based on color. Miscegenation and intermarriage have been going on for four centuries. ,"So widespread has
the dispersion of African blood in t the predominantly European group
now become th~t relatively few families in Bahia are of cundiluted
European origin, without African strain somewhere in the lineage"
(p. 132).
,
It is true that even in 'Bmzil most colored people are poor, most of
the wealthy people, white. This condition, however, is due to the
historical fact that the colored people had to start out as slaves. Today
we find "a class society wherein competition takes the fo~ of ~ struggle
between classes (whiGh by reason of historic accident happen to coincide to a considerable degree with color) rather than a struggle between
races or colors as such" (p. 232) .
Pierson ,findS, as do leading Brazilian spokesmen aJ?dother
observers, that Brazil presen~s the opposite 'of a society based on caste:
"The function of ~te appears to be that of preserving inviolate the
racial integrity of a dominant group.... In Brazil !he characteristic
tendency has always been just the reverse: namely:, to incorporate eventually all ethnic minorities into the dominant group" (p. 330)" and
thus create the '<~raza cosmic~," the avowed ideal of 'so many prominent
Brazilians. Consequently, "the Negro in Brazil does not ap~ar to be~
as he is in .the United States, developing into a self-conscious racial
minority in free association with, but not accepted by, a dominant racial
majority" (p. 348) . - "One drop :of African bloofl does not, as in the
United States (if 'knewn), class a mixed-blood as a Negro. Instead,
many individuals are listed ... as whites, and are similarly known in the
community, 'who not only have African ancesto~ but actually give
some evidence of this descent in their color and features" (p. 349) .
A part of the negroid population still maintains its African folklore, which is described in considerable detail. It is a most interesting
symptom that "the Catholic church at ,Bahia, by exercising almost in,
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finite patiente
and tact, has now incorporated into its organization all
I
members of the Bahian fetish cults. Even the leaders of the seitas
(African magic rituals) attend .Mass. . ." (p. 305).' It is equally significant that Icolored organizations bent on preserving the ethnic and
cultural cha,acter of the minority have sprung up only recently, and
·then only i~ the southernmost part. of the country where non-Portuguese European immigrants assumed a discriminatory attitude alien to
.,
the Brazili traditipn.
Pierson's book is a valuable complement to the earlier works of
Gilberto Fr yre and Arthur Ramos. Incidentally, it contains some
interesting ictures. This reviewer would consider it worth buying
if only for thje photograph purporting to show a "typical Bahian Negro
girl," although he fears that the caption is over-optimistic.
The boot will make stimulating reading for those who have awakened to the problem of interracial and intercultural relationships-one
of the basic Iissues in inter-American relations, besides being one of
the world-w de issues which may well influence the outcome of this
war and the nature of the peace .which is to follow it. In the Latin
American 'fi d there is a great need for sober, tech¢cally satisfactory
and yet hu
ly inter~sting monographs like this. The Latin Americans, with relatively few exceptions, have not yet -succeeded in training
themselves fbr specialized social science research tasks, and very few
outsiders hate shown serious interest in the almost untapped field
which Latin k'\merica offers to the sociologist and economist-provided
he fulfills ceI1tain prerequisites of training and human attitude_.
The author of Brazil under Vargas is a professor in Amherst College
and a specialjist in comparative constitutional and administrative law,
'with wide expedence in Europe. His book is based on several months
of field stud~ in Brazil and the perusal of a wide range of legal and, to
a -lesser exteht, soCiological literature. Considering this background
and the fact~at th"e author had no previous firsthand experience in
Latin Ameri, the result is remarkable. He gives a penetrating analysis of the Ie
status of the Vargas regime and of the interpretation
and applica on of the legal provisio~s in public administration. In
addition he attempts:.an evaluation of the results of the -regime in
political, s aI, and economic life. Dr. Loewenstein does not commit
the frequent error of legally trained minds of overstressing the importance of the tute books while neglecting to inquire into the extent to
which they· uence the social reality. Yet the gener~ reader will be
Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1942
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somewhat dismayed by the f~d that so much sagacity is applied to the "
interpretation of the "constitution" of 1937 which was manufactured
by Vargas' own henchmen and was promulgated by him after his coup
d'tUat.·without" however, having been submitted to the plebiscite for
which -he himself had provided in it. Furthermore, the last but one
article of this:'constitution" declat:es "a state of national emergency in
the entire country," by which article the constitution is automatically
suspended. Thus we have. here a supposedly basic legal instrument
which holds itself in abeyance. The regime itself has made amendments or issued special decree-laws whenever it considered such action
. convenient for its purposes. Loewenstein makes it clear that the way in
which Vargas perpetuated his regime in 1937 was unconstitutiQnal and
not warranted by the then existing situation. On the other hand, he
points out the important differences between the totalitarian dictatorships in Europe and the authoritarian but personalistic regime of Vargas, which, al~ough dependent on th~ support of the army, has so far
managed to operate without a, state party and the regi~entation of an
all-embracing ideology. It is still based largely on-although not
restricted to-the old, oligarchy which has run most Latin AmeriCan
countries for more than a century. Despite its use of censorship and
. its suppression of all independent political activities, it is characterized
by that inherent tolerance bounding on indifference in 'all not-vital.
matters, which is an important anti-totalitarian factor in Latin ~merica.
Although Loewenstein includes in his book brief surveys of
public opinion, of its management'by the regime and its reaction, of
social and economic POlicies~ and of the problem of national minorities, the main value of his bodk lies in its analysis of the administrative
setup under the Estado;NOOOl.hat is. during the second and nw:iifestly
dictatorial period of Var~s'. regime, since November, 1937. The
author's judgment is remark bly well balanced. On the <?ne hand, he
points out that "technically Brazil is a full-fledged dictatorship" (p.
370) -the first one Brazil has ever had. On the other hand he believes
that "the bulk o~ the people are in favor of ·the regime" (p. 356)-a
atement which leaves unsolved the riddteof why the regime has not
c nducted the plebiscite and thus secured some kind of legal sanction.
e recognizes certain achievements of Vargas without concurring in
the only too easy error of crediting him ~ith all improvements which,
for one reason or the'other, have taken place under his administration.
He also is fully aware of the great dangers 'of irresponsible government,

~
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arbitrary in ingement on liberty and property, and hyper-bureaucratization.
It should be clear that the fact that Senhor Vargas, unlike some of
his most po erful collaborators, was intelligent enough to realize,
after a .considerable period of vacillation, that his interests are incompatible with ~hose of the Axis, is no reason for us to eulogize his regime
or to invent ~pologetic but misleading phrases for it. Dr. Loewenstein
has kept his 'book free from such pitfalls. Unfortunately, the same
comment cannot be made of his publishers' propaganda~.which is now'
offering the book as a study of "an example of evolutionary democracy."
Mussolini and Hitler used to sell their regimes under the same trademark.
Some shortcomings are noticeable in regard to aspects with ~hich
the author was not sufficiently familiar. Brazil's population is not
"between f01ity~eight and fifty million people" (p. 353) but is estimated, on th~ basis of the census of 1940, at forty-three million. Gilberto Freyre's Casa grande e senzala is not a "novel" and "the greatest
piece of mod~m imaginative 'YI"iting in Brazil" (p. 29~), but the leading work of the country in social history of a strictly scholarly charaacter. It is liard to understand why "most of Brazil's Spanish-American neighbo~" should have appeared to the author "materialistic"unless he is tlIinking of certain members of their fortunately not very
representativ€ "Iuling class."
.
Anyone s~riously interested in the constitutional and administrative
development of Brazil since 1937 will find this book indispensable:
Frontier by A ir is the story of what Mrs. Hager saw on several crosscountry flights undertaken with the co-operation of the Brazilian air
force. Its pilots took her across the states of Minas Geraes, M3;tto
Grosso, the southern states, and finally to the Amazon as far as Manhaos.
Her book is kn entertaining reportage by an enthusiastic air traveler
with considerable technical experience but little burdened with the
social, economic, and political problems or geographic and historical
details of the Fountry she visited. Her interview with President Vargas,
as is usual in ~uch conversations, did not yield any exciting results.
It was MIlS. Hager's second visit to Brazil, but neither she nor her
companion, ~o whom we are indebted for interesting photogr~~hs,
spoke Portu~ese. On the other hand, at least one of the BraZIlIan .
pilots assignetl to the North A,merican travelers studied English. "because I thougJht it would be easier for you." Incidentally, the author
~
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refers to the "Brazilian" language., in· defe:rence to a trend among
nationalistic Brazilians. This should not become the rule, either there
or here. This is. no time to· stress artificial differences and barriers
between peoples and civilizations. Mter all, in the United States
"English" is ~till spoken and in Mexico Spanish, not "Mexican."
The courtesy toward' the Vargas regime is. somewhat exaggerated,
at the expense of accuracy, when our author translates "Departamento
do Imprensa e Propagarida/~ the government agency which guided her
travels within the country, as "Federal Department of Press and
Public Relations" (p. 19).
This book will interest those who realize the. tremendous importance of air traffic for Brazil" the largest country of the hemisphere,
whose means of land transportation are pathetically inadequate to its
resources and potentialities. An appendix contains useful technical
data on civilian and military aviation and on the young airplane industry which is now being developed with United States aid. Those who
did not know it will be interested to learn that until this year the statecontrolled Brazilian airplane factories built bombers under license
from Germany and that what machinery they have His largely German
and Japcp1ese whiCh the Air Force bought before the war because it
was cheaper than what we ~ad to sell" (p. 130).
RICHARD

F.

BEHRENDT

Brothers of Doom, The Story of the Pizarros of P.eru, by Hoffman Birney. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 19~2. $3.00.
The Knight of El Dorado, The Tale of Don Gonzalo Jimenez de
Quesada and His Conquest of New Granada, Now Called Colombia, by German Arciniegas; translated from 'the Spanish by Mildred
Adams. New York': The Viking Press,1942. $3.00.

In the history of the A.mericas, few events surpass in dramatic
interest the conquest,ofthe Inca empire of Peru by Francisco Pizarro
and a handful of men in the decade of the 1530's.
_
In the mountainous region of the Andes, from Ecuador to Chile,
the Quechua Indians, the Incas, had built an empire which was already
old when the Spanish Conquest of the New W~rld began. They had
developed a society with a complex religious system, with strict laws,
with economic and social customs of a type much superior to that of
most of the Indians of the surrounding country. They" used large
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quantities if gold and silver, especially gold, for ornamental purposes,
but not foJ money.
The Spbish Conquest, after the discovery of America· by Columbus,had su~ged onward in a series of tidal waves. When it reached the
. I~tbmus of jPanama, the usual rumors of "other ki~gdoms" stirred the
Spaniards to extraordinary activity. Among these pioneers was an
old soldier" Francisco Pizarro, a lowborn adventurer, who served as a
. common soldier in the Panama region for a score of years.
To these reahns came occasional news over the Indian telegraph of
rich kingdQms to the south, of a place called BinI, where gold was so
plentiful t at the inhabitants kept it in granaries. Led on· by these
•
I
alluring re orts, Andagoya went southward from Panama, only to
come b~ck 0 his grave, empty-handed. But- Francisco Pizarro quickly
stepped!int his place. Forming a partnership with another rough old
soldier, Di 0 de Almagro, and a priest, Luque, he was ready, in 1524,
to start;; in three years he learned something of the Inca dominion.
With so:me Indians, some llamas, and enough gold to whet the appetite, Piz~rr returned to Spain to see the king and .seek a contract for
the right t conquer the new land. Since neither Almagro nor Luque
had actually seen Peru, it was Francisco Pizarro, sometimes called the
"swineherd, of Estremadura" owing to his lowly origin, who went to
Spain with Ibis'trophies, told his story at court, and soon obtained the
desired contract,
to be provided at his.own
cost, naturally,
, everything
.
.
in the traditional royal manner.
Armed with the title of :governor, captain general, and adelantado,
Francisco Pizarro returned to America for the great venture. With
him were his four brothers and an army of less than two hundred men.
With these !he entered Peru, captured the Inca Atahualpa in Jhe presence of an atmy of perhaps fifty thousand warriors, arranged the famous
ransom, ex cuted Atahualpa, and occupied Cuzco, ancient seat of Inca
authority, a I this with an army o~ only a few hundred Spaniards in a
country tha numbered its soldiers by the tens of thousands. By Santiago, that w s a conquest I one that far exceeded Mexico in the riches of
,its
... spoils, tough perhaps in nothing else.
To the paniards, it matter.ed not if the foe outnumbered them ten
to one, one hundred to one, two hundred,to one; the result was all the
same. Nev~r did these conquistadores dream of turning back. Raising their fatP0us battle cry of "Santiago, Santiago, a eHos," they would .~,
attack any number, any place, anywhere. Of such stuff were thes~ men, I

I

!
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trusting in God and in their faithful 8wprds. It is a: tale that is ever
new, ever dramatic. W. H. Prescott's classic, Conquest of Peru, set the
pace for modern writers. Others have tried to rewrite the story, Hoffman Birney being the most recent. He has done his task well, told a'
good story accurately, clearly, dramatically. He has consulted the best
authorities, has nothing particularly new to contribute, but relates the
tale of Pizarro and -the Conquest of Peru in 322 pages of delightful
prose. Errors are minor and, on the whole, do not detract from a book
that is well done, although the author has made an egregious error in
stating (p. 8) that "Ferdinand Y of Castile and Leon married . . .
Isabella of Aragon," for Ferdinand was Ferdinand II of Aragon (or
Ferdinand V of Spain), and Isabella was froin Castile. The name
Bastidas, moreover, is not Bastides.
In compadso~ with Peru, the story of "The Knight ~f el Dorado,"
Gonzalo Jimehez de Quesada, founder of Bogota, pales into insignificance, not in the heroic sacrifices of the men who survived, but rather
in the smaller extent of the region conquered, in its comparative poverty and misery. Pizarro had only 177 men on his march to Cajamarca
and lost none; Quesada had perhaps eight hundred, of whom only 163
survived the march from Santa Marta to Bogota. Federmann, the
GerIU.an who reached Bogota from Venezuela, suffered in ·lik~ proportion,and Belalcazar, .coming up from Quito in search of the same will0' -the-wisp, fared badly. It is, therefore, not the fault of Arciniegas if
his knigJilt apPears less "gilded" than his contemporary in Peru; none
the less, he has drawn a clear picture of the search for El Dorado, a
search which led to the conquest of Bogota and its establishment as a
Spanish city.
..
Sr. Arciniega,s limits his volume almost wholly to the activities of .
Quesada from his arrival in Santa Marta in" 1535 with Governor Pedro
Fernandez de Lugo to his death in 1579. There is no satisfactory
account of the early attempts of Ojeda, Bastidas, Heredia, or others,
to settle. on the shores of the Caribbean or on the
.. Magdalena, attempts
which the author considered beyond the scope of hi,S book. Quesada is
the central figure, and he looms up as of typical, conquistador stature.

.

l

.
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Cortez &' t e Conquest of Mexico by the Sp~niards in I52I, Being the
Eye-wit ess Narrative of Bernal Diaz del- Castillo, Soldier of Fortune &' Conquistador with Cortez in Mexico, abridged and edited
by B. . Herzog, and illustrated with Sixteenth Century Indian
Drawin s of the Conquest. New York: William R. Scott, Inc.,
1942. 2.5 0 .

·
r

;,

The st r y of Cortes and the Conquest of Mexico has never been
told better than by Bernal Diaz del Castillo, one of Cortes' companions
in the epi struggle; since Bernal Diaz' original narrative runs to five
large volu es in the Maudslay translation, on which this abridgment
is based, ~any readers prefer a shorter account, of which several have
appeared. In this neat volume of about 165 pages, Mr. Herzog has
retained most of the essential features of the Conquest, as well as
much of i]glory and romance.
.
GEORGE
P. HAMMOND

Hispanic .merican Essays, edited by~A. Curtis Wilgus. Chapel Hill,
North Carolina: The University of North Carolina Press, 1~}42.
$5.00 •
This volume of twenty short essays is a memorial to James Alexander Robettson, eminent historian and late editor of the Hispanic
American Historical Review. It opens with a biographical sketch of
Dr. Robertison and a classified bibliography of his writings by A: Curtis WilgusJ editor of the entire volume. The remaining essays are
divided chronologically into two sections, dealing. respectively, with
the colonia~ and the independent periods of Hispanic history. The collection is b its very nature uneven; some essays treating of very specialized and tailed ~aterials have limited appeal; .others are of more
general int rest.
Notew rthy among the specialized materials are the following chapters: Rafae Altamira's essay on two unpublished documentscontributing to the "History of the Colonial Ideas in Spain"; "Early. Mexican
Literature, , by Francis Borgia Steck, excellently classified; "A Great
Prelate an Archaeologist" (Don Baltasar Jaime, churchman in- Peru
and Colo bia) , by Philip Ainsworth Means; "Spanish Consulados,"
by the lat~ Charles E. Chapman; "Argentine Colonial Economy," byMadaline "0/. Nichols; "The Foundation and Early History of the Venezuelan In~endencia," by William Whatley Pierson; "Juan Bautista de
Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1942
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Anza in Sonora, 1777-1778;'" by Alfred B. Thomas; "Spain and the,
Family Compact, i770-1773," by Arthur S. Aiton; "Florida, Frontier
Outpost of New,;;Spain," by Isaac Joslin Cox; "The Odyssey of the
Spanish Archives of Flordia," by Irene A. Wright, a lively account, complemented by "Diplomatic Missions ... to Cuba to Secure the Spanish
Archives of Florida:' by A. J. Hanna; and "Federal Intervention in
Mexico," by.J. Lloyd Mecham.
Of perh~ps wider appeal will be, the biographic ess~ys: one on
Miguel Ramos Arizpe, by Lillian E. Fisher; ~'Justo Rufino Barrios," by
J. Fred Rippy; and "Sarmiento and New England," by the late
Percy Alvin Mar~in. A noteworthy chapter on "Indian Labor in
Guatemala," by the late Chester Lloyd Jones, is followed by "American Marines in Nicaragua, 1912-1925," hy Roscoe R. Hill.
The concluding summarjzing essay by Lawrence F. Hill, "Our
Present Peril in Historical Perspective,!' follows too closely the conventional pattern of the usual North American history and" to this
re:viewer, 11lcks the bro~der hemispheric or even Hispanic point Of. view.
On the/·whole, Hispanic American Essays is a commendable contribution to literature in its field.
Do ROTH Y Wo OD,W A RD

.

Pangoan Diary} by Ruth Harkness. New York: Creative Age Press,
. Inc., 1942. $2.50.
The Days of Ofelia} by Gertrude Diamant. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1942. $2.75.

On Ruth Harkness' search for Destiny i~ the form of a fabulous
silver-gray bear hangs the substance of her Pangoan Diary. Her center
of exploration was Pangoa, about three hundred miles over the Andes
from Lima, reached through desert, mountain meadows, snows, forests,
and thick, low jungles. Her guide was the slightly-Basque-mostly-Indian
don Esteban Sanaoval y Garrazatua, faithful Peruvian frien,d, who was
left to continue the quest When Mrs. Harkness needed to recover from
jungle fevers, operations for dangerous infections, and untold pain.
The book is full of strangeness-strange natives and animals, strange .
lives and deaths, strange facts and fictions.. The manner of telling
varies from directness to fairy-tale whimsy. The pages are taut with
suspense. Vivid descriptions stretch the eye and imagination. A pas- ~
sage will illustrate:
<
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The food ~nished and the table cleared, [Sandoval] left for a
moment anld came back with a tiny cardboard box. "This, I .
think, will interest you," he said as he extinguished the lantern.
I could baIiely see his shadowy hands as he removed the cover
- from tlie bex which he turned on.its side. Slowly in the darkness there ~merged a miniature railway train brilliantly lighted.
The head was flaming red, and dotted down its. sides were windows of translucent green; it made you think of the lights of
Times Squ~re and subways. It crawled up and down the table,
an inch or ~o of living virbrant color until Sandoval lighted the
lantern, a~d then there was only an ordinary brown worm
(pp. 45-46) .
.
"Unexplor d Peru" I There are ~ystery and magic in the very
'Words, and lo~ after the book is closed one feels the pull to join tlfe
gallant Sandoval in his search.
Dipped ~n fhe senses of Ofelia, the brush of Gertrude Diamant
paints an auth~ntic Mexican masterpiece. The small maid of all work
with the large lunderstanding furnis~es the outlines and their filler
from her spectrum of truth and fiction, superstition and science, realityand unrealilty. From Laredo to Juchitan, from Atoyac to Chapultepe~, from-",spring to Christmas, from the little angel to Charles IV,
from fleas and weddings to chickens and suicides-light, bright colors
of humor relieve the somber, deep shadows of compassion.
Techniques vary with Ofelia's moods: great mural strokes of impressionism when the subject is cosmic, like sex or anti-Semitism or
sanitation; miniature-delicacy in vignettes of personal realism, like trying to prove American citizenship or "knowing" the Pan-American
highway.
If you have been to Mexico, you will roar in identification with the
Polish refugee ,episode; if you have not, you will chuckle with appre~
ciation at the vagaries of Mexican officials. If you have seen the Otomi Indians in the flesh, you will delight in the bits about "los intelligence tests"; if you have not, you will enjoy the expedition into the Valley of the Mesquite from the standpoint of folklore. If you have or have
not been to Mexico, you will never go now after reading this book'
without looking for Ofelia: "like all the others-an anonymous rebozo
in the market-place, a maid ... and very proud of ... servanthood.... "
You will remember Ofelia whenever you think of Mexico.
,

MARIE POPE WALLIS
Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1942
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Conditions of Peace} by Edward Hallett Carr.. New York: The Mac- -millan Company, 1942. $2.50.
The United Nations: What T;hey Are; What- They May Become} by
.
Henri Bonnet. Chicago: World Citizens Association, 1942. $.25.
·'T\
'.
In;Part I of Conditions of Peace the author deals with what are
terme'd fundamental issues. The world crisis is viewed as a revolution
against the three predominant ideas of the nineteenth Gentury: liberal
democracy, national self-determination, and laissez-faire economics.
Democracy following the'War of 1914-18 continued to stress political
rights, but refused to remove economic inequalities. Nations not pos,sessing representative government stood for greater economic democracy;
than the so-called democracies.. The twentieth century demands a new
democracy which will (a) reinterpret equality and liberty in economid.
terms; (b) render political rights effective over economic power; and
(c) emphasize the recognition of equally shared obligations along with
equally shared rights.
Economic factors were subordinated to political factors in the peace
settlement of 1919.,The result was "the wielding of unlimited economic
power by a multiplicity of small national units" which is now "incompatible with the surviva~ of civilization." .
The autho,r marshals sound argument for the recognition of the
need for a larger unit than the present nation for both military and
economic purposes. He concludes that the right of national self-determination "can be valid only within a new framework of mutual military and economic obligatioqs." .Furthermore, the author is conv~nced
that the individualism of laissez-faire economics must give way to collectivism. The system of "in.divic:lual enterprise" was not destroyed
, by socialism but, by "the trend of competiti~e capitalism toward monopoly." The accumulation of wealth must give way to the promotion
of the general welfare; and the producer must produce 'Yhat the consumer wants to consu,me. --Planned economy, originating in Russia and
applied best in Germany in the form of planned consumption,' furnished the key to the solution of the problenl of unemployment, which
is the crying scandal of our age. In this connection Britain and the
United states are following the example set by Germany.
All planned economy is now dire~ted toward war production, but
this application does not destroy its validity since "the economic co~se
quences of the production of armaments are no different from the economic consequences of the production of a pair of silk stockings, a film,
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol12/iss4/20
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or a Beethoven symphony. In each case productive resources are applied to create something which the community, rightly or wrongly,
. wants to consume."
Part II of the volume deals with Britain, at home, in relation to Germany, to Eurppe, and to the world. British domestic policy must accept the new ieconomic outlook and apply democracy in all economic
life. This ac(:eptance and application will involve the setting up of a
social minimum in physical well-being, nutrition, and housing.
The supremacy of Britain in the world during the nineteenth century cannot continue during the ,twentieth century. This fact was evident after the first World War, but the tradition of leadership continued in diplomacy even though lacking in military and economic
support.
The author sees Britain in the postwar world as one of the leading
nations along with Russia and the United States. It is not clear to the
reader how tie new role for Britain will vary in essence from her role
in the nineteJnth century imperialism which Professor Carr condemns.
The balance bf power in Elnope has been destroyed by Germany and
can never be returned; hence, Britain must have the help of Russia and
the United St~tes. to maintain peace on that continent. English-speaking nations will probably accept the leadership of Great Brit~l.in as "in
the past, even though the preponderance of power will reside i~ the
United States.
The author offers no plans for peace in the Orient or in Africa. His
conception of the United Nations seems to be limited to Europe and
America.
.
Henri B nnet's discussion of the United Nations is divided into
two parts.
n Part I, the' author summarizes the "DeclarCition by
United Nati ns" signed by the representatives of twenty-six nations on
" January 1, 1 42, in which "the signatories subscribed to a common program of purposes and principles" set forth in the Atlantic Ch~rter dated
August 14, 1941, which was a joint declaration of Prime Minister
Churchill and President ROQsevelt.
He o~tlines the functions of the Combined Chiefs of Staff, Munitions Assignment~ Board, Raw Materials<lBoard, Shipping Adjustment
Board, and other forms of inter-allied co-operation; sets forth the status of the Lease-Lend Act; and gives a brief description of the Board
of Economic Warfare.
In Part II the author seeks to point out the possible future develop.
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ment of the United Nations. In this €onnection the hope is expressed
for the evolution ",of their vital solidarity from the present concerted
military action of the United States and Great B#tain, but the difficul-~
ties involved are not overlooked.
. ' ,,,.,!Victory for the United Nations is assumed, and the victory is' to be
followed ,_ by a firm partnership of all countries fighting for liberty in
establishing a new world order "free from tyranny, intolerance, want,
and aggression.'" The United States is expected to take the lead in setting up this new world organization which will achieve these high goals
"
for all mankind.
Three appendic;es, provide important documents valuable to the
student: (I) The text of articles setting up two of the Cpmbined
Boards of Great Britain anp the United States; (II) Texts of the Atlantic Charter, the Declaration by the United Nations, Lease-Lend Act,
British Master Agreement, and London Resolution on ,Post War Plans;
(III) the purposes and platf~rm of the World Citizens Association.

!<

J AMES

FULTON ZIMMERMAN

The H;l}use Committee on Foreign Affairs, by Albert C. F. Westphal.
'New York and London: Columbia University Press, and P. S. King
and Staples, Ltd., 1942. $3.00.
The chronicle of American legislation has many melancholy chapters, and this book provides no exception.. Dr. Westphal has performed
an extremely capable task in ·tracing the history and labors.of the
House Committee on Foreign Affairs. Drawing upon all available
materials, he has written not, only an instructive but a readable and
interesting account of this House Committee, whose rather'imposing
title is belied by the modesty of its achievements. Apart from a few
matters such as the improvement of the diplomatic and consular services, whe~e the COJIlmittee has made a real contribution, it appears to
have devoted much of its ttme to impertinent inql;liries into the domestic affairs of other nations with whom we' maintain friendly relations,
much to .the embarrassment of the State Department. According to Dr.
Westphal, the most. severe indictment that can be made against the
House Committee is that its members dd not understand the complexities of foreign policy. His detailed accouilt of the activities of the Committee seems to confirm this conclusion. Nor does it appear that the
remedy lies in changing. the composition of the Committee, for the
author concludes that the inferior role of the Housel in foreign affairs
1
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is due to qualities inherent in its composition and organization and
that the apathy of the Committee on Foreign Affairs t~wards the broader
aspects of foreign po~icy is nothing more than a reflection of that
which marks the House as a whole.
. "Students of the democratic control of foreign policy are more disturbed by the subordinate role of Congress than is Congress itself,"
says Dr. Westphal; and he includes several proposals designed to readjust the rela+ons. of the executive and legislative organs. Some of
th~e proposals Icall for fundamental changes such as the formation of a
foreign relations cabinet including members of Congress, both of the
majority and minority, and the amendment of the Constitution so as to
permit the House to shareQin the treaty-making process. There is also
an intere~ting discussion of cabinet responsibility which prevails
under the English system, and the author's suggestions are obviously
designed to introduce at least some of the features of the cabinet system
in the determination of foreign policy.
It may be that the decline in popUlar favor of representative government, which has been noted by most students of political scie~ce in
recent years, can be arrested only by a readjustment of executive and
legislative powers not only in the field of foreign policy, but also in
domestic matters. Dr. Westphal's book is a most valuable contribution
to the literaturce of democratic government. It is unfortunate that his
scholarly, objettive treatment of the subject will serve to diminish
rather than indrease the number of readers of this most worth-while
book.
V I C TOR
.!' E. K LEV E N

Thomas Jefferson: World Citizen, by Elbert D. Thomas. New York: ,
Modern Age Books, 1942. $2.75.
Thomas Jefferson was an unremitting student of politics as well as
one of the most astute politicians in American history. Yet he left no
treatise on political philosophy. Moreover, he was an opportunist who
refused at times to be bound by his own prinoipIes. Nevertheless, he
always remained loyal to his faith in the common man and championed
the cause of hU1Dan liberty and justice and fair dealing among nations.
These ideals atje a living force in the world today; and liberals everywhere acknowl~dge their debt to the author of the Declaration of Independence, though they may choose to forget his fear ~f the industrial class and his emphasis on states rights.
I
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The completion of the Jefferson Memorial in Washington this
spring marks the 199th anniversary of the birtlllbf the great Virginian.
Hence it is appropriate that one of the membersLof;the Jefferson Memorial Commission should attempt to give us new interpretation of the
thought of the sage of Monticello.
,
The resulting volume certainly bears the impress of its author. Dr.
Thomas is a world citizen himself. Having served as a missionary in
Japan, as a soldier, and as a professor of govemment"he is now a member of the United States Senate and a member of the Senate Committee on Foreign Affairs~ As a Democrat and a specialist in political
science, he has long been a student of Jefferson. The auth<?r of Chi, nese Political Thought, he frequently compares the sage of Monticello
with Confucius and Mencius." There are references to Brigham Young,
who also set a high value on farmers. The point of view most' emphasized, however, is that of the student of international affairs who finds
in Jefferson a precious antidote for the Machiavellian policies o'f the
single-will state.
'
, The book gives a running commentary on Jefferson's views, together with frequent quotations. The material is arranged under
such, subjects as religion, education, agriculture, democr~cy~ slavery,
and international relations. ,Unfortunately, the quotations are taken
not from any of the 'standard,,<editions of Jefferson's works in ten or
twenty volu~es, but from John P. Foley, The Jefferso'nian Cy'clopaedia;
a comprehensive collection of the views of Thomas Jefferson classified
and arranged in alphabetic ordet: under nine thousand titles relating to
government, politics, law, education, political economy, finance,
science, art, literature, religious freedom, morals, etc. (New York,
1900) . Thomas' book, however, will attract many busy peop~e who
would be repelled by the older and more encyclopedic thousand-page
volume. It should serve the purpose 'of an easy introduction to the
mind of Jefferson. The preface gives "the chief credit" for the volume
to Professor Grant Ivins. There is no index.

a

MARIO~ DARGAN

Russians Don't Surrender, by Alexander Poliakov; translated from the
Russian by Norbert Guterman; with an introduction by Pierre van
Paassen. New York: . E. P. Dutton and Company, 'Inc., 1942.
$2·5°'
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I Heard the An~c~ Singing, by Margaret L. MacPherson. New York:
Creative

Ag~

Press, Inc., 1942. $2.00.

If, as is probable, Poliakov's story can be duplicated by other Russian correspondents, a "second front" had already been esta,blished before November 8, 1942, in Russia and by Russians fighting behind the
lines in guerrilla groups instructed to "harry the Fascists at every step."
On June 27, 1941, Commander Galitsky's unit fo~nd itself behind the
German lines; on July 22, 1941, surviving soldiers were successful in rejoining the main body of the Russian army. Their remarkable exploits are recorded by Poliakov in a day~by-day account of this month
'of fighting.On~ Russian soldier, who captured a German traffic officer
and donned his ~niform, gave flashlight signals which diverted a column
of two hundre Nazi tanks. By means of a ruse a small Soviet force
caught between the 152nd and the 167thNazi divisions forced entire
Fascist batterie and brigades to shell their own men for five hours.
The book con jns a series of such incidents.
.
The pheno~enal stand of the Russians at Stalingrad gives credibility to Poliakov'~ account of Russian ingenuity and bravery. However,
according to p~o·akov, the Nazis are as unrelie.vedlY stupid as the Russians are intelli ent. Nazi motorcyclists are frightened off by a Russian's banging steel helmet against an iron cask; and German officers,
bathing in a river, permit Russian boys to bring them soap and to steal
their dispatch cases. At every step the Nazis appear to be either hopeless blunderers or idiots. The ~ct that his report does not "sl~nt both
. ways" makes one doubt that Poliakov has given the whole picture.
I Heard the A nzacs Singing is a with-geniality-toward-all travel
book. Margaret MacPherson's asso:rted chitchat about everything
under the Australasian sun is libetkny interspersed with her own
emotional reactions, with various perSonal items, such as her poems on
ieaves or min~rs, and with her puns-e. g., "Lead Kindly Skite."
("Skite" is Au~tralian slang for a boastful person, we are informed.)
Along with infbrmative material, which she is well qualified to give
because of her newspaper editorial experience in New Zealand, she
o~ers a hodgepodge of miscellaneous items on everything from goldfever to seances~ She calls her book a "snapshot album for Americans."
And if that is the sort of travel book Americans want, this is it.
JANE KLUCKHOHN
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The Swordon the Table, by Winfield Townley Scott. Norfolk, Conn.:
New Directions, 1942. $.35. _
If There Is Time, by Hildegarde Flanner. Norfolk, Conn.: New
DireCtion~, 1942. $.35.
Our Lady Peace and Other War Poems, by Mark Van Doren. Norfolk,
•
Conn.: New Dire-ctions, 1942. $.35.
Poems, by John Berryman. Norfolk, Conn.: New Directions, 1942.
$·35·"
Ruins and Visions, Poems I934-I942, by Stephen Spender. New York:
, Random House, 1942. $2.00.
' I '
Anthology of Canadian Poetry, compiled by.Ralph Gustafson. New
York, Toronto, and Middlesex: Penguin Books, 1942. $.25.
Chorus for America, edited by Carlos Bulosan. West ,Los Angeles:
Wagon and Star Publishers, 1942. No price indicated.WindS of Chaos, by Stanton A~. Coblentz. New York: Wings Press,
1942. $2.00.
The Tw.o Persephones, by Robert Morse. New York:-Creative. Age
Press, Inc., 1942. $2.50.
Psalms for a Late Season, by Judson C. Crews.. New Orleans: Iconograph Press, 1942.. $.50.
, Small. Rain, by. Joseph Cherwinski. New Orleans: Iconograph Press,
1942. $·5°·
Pieces of Three, by Meyer Liben, Paul Goodman, Edouard Roditi.
Harrington Park, N. J.: 5x8 Press, 1942. $.35.
Motley's the Only Wear, by Tom H~ McNeal. Dallas: Kaleidograph
Press, 1942. $1.50.
'
The Planetary Heart, by Eric Wi1&on Barker. New' York: Wings
Press, 1942. $1.50'.
,
Gardens under Snow, by GO~die Capers Smith. Dallas: Kaleidograph
Press, 1942~ $1·50.
.>
Testimony of Root, by Fay Lewis Noble. Boston: Bruce Humphries,
1942. $1.5°·
>

I

The summer pulication of poetry, as represented by th(se seven
I

.

pamphlets and nine books, is not tremendously impressive. Easily the
most interesting work appears in five rof the pamphlets, the two anthologies, and the"two attempu at narrative poems.
.
,
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The level (J)f selection for New Directions' Poet of the Month series
continues high this year. In The S!V0rd on the Table Winfielq Townley Scott presents a fine re-creation of Thomas Dorr's rebellion in
Rhode Island a century ago. The verse employs som~ of the techniques
of recent fiction in presenting the historical event through the consciousness of several persons; but at all times the verse is straightforward,
interesting, viivic\. Mark Van Doren presents a group of war poems
which do not ~qual his best practke with the lyr.ic, for that practice is
fine and thesel' poems are too obviously dictated by the urgency of the
moment. BU~ Van Doren is always competent, never uninteresting;
the collection is worth having. John Berryman's collection adds two
fine poems tOI his list: "At Chinese Checkers" and "To Bhain Camp'
bell." For thtrest, one may well quote Allen Tate's comment on
Berryman's c ntributions to the first Five Young American Poets:
" ... at his co paratively early age he seems to have got set in the tone
of pronouncekent and prophecy, with the result that his p0'Vers of
observation a~e used chiefly for incidental shock. Yet his line has
firmness and Structure.". Berryman is worth careful reading and will
profitably beJr watching. Hildegarde Flanner's poems, however, are
actually disquieting: they should be better than they are. She Ras a
good aural quhlity for her line, some vivid descriptive imagery, often a
fine control in passages. But she depe,ds heavily upon repetition which
most often is pninteresting; and she often spoils a promising poem by
unhappy phrasing, trying to use an easy way out of a critical situation
in composition. Her real ability and her tendency toward loss of control
may be shown, respectively, by the second and third stanzas of her
final poem:
Felt that hill austere tn finish of night,
1111ight that dwindles purpose to repose,
And piles up dreams in languor upon sight,
Unsenses every sense and fondles those.
But waking, turning, saw one hill intense
And kneeling on the sky for dawn: saw how
The flaky morning star, white and immense,
Shook scales of blazing mica on that brow.
h

••

In Ruins and Visions Stephen Spender' presents his first American
collection of short poems since 1934. The difficulty is that the work is
very much the same as in that 1934 volume. Here are the same faults
of a lax sttuc1:!Ure, lack of control of rhythm and of image, straying out
of tone, as when he says of a child killed, "He was a· better target for a
Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1942
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kiss.".Spender tries to tighten his work at the end of the poem, as in
the last line of "View from a Train":
The face of the landscape is a mask
Of bone and iron lines where time
Has ploughed its character.
I look and look·to read a sign,
Through errors of light and eyes of water
Be,neath the land's will, of a fear .
And the memory of chaos,
. As man behind his mask still wears a child. The last section of the book. is stronger than the first, but the volume
shows little fruition of the promise indicated by the 1934 Poems.
The two anthologies, Anthology of Canadian Poetry and Chorus
for A merica, are compiled by quite ~pposite_ methods. The former
contains 129 poems by 56 poets; the latter tries to show PhiJippine
poetry by devoting several pages each to six poets. The former is a
lesson in how not to compile a small anthology: at least Ralph Gustafson's selections do not indicate ,that there are 56 Canadian poets worthy
of this honor. Two impressions come from the anthology, however:
Canada is gradually accumulating a substantial body of poetry of which
we may w~ll become a:ware; and the history of Can~dian poetry parallels
that of the last six or seven decades of ours, passing from a Victorian
phraseology to interest in local color and dialect, to free verse and other
revolts, to the general confusion of purpose and method cpmmon to
contemporary verse. .Carlos Bulosan in his selections is striving ~ost
specifically to show Philippine poetry of social protest. With the exceptionof Jose Garcia Villa, who does not fit the pattern and who works
successfully withj!!.. a slighttramewor~ of emotional impressionism
common to the lyric1 work of E. E. Cummings, the poems display fine
eloquence. It is not great poetry, but it is interesting and con~cientious
work.
Stanton A. Coblentz presents in Winds of Chaos a long narrative
poem about the rise of fascism and the present war. The first part is
stated in terms of fantasy, and the whole is,treated in terms of imagined
episodes. But as the episodes gain a more factual basis from observation and news ~ccounts, they gain clarity and force. One may easily
belittle the work, for the composition often h~s lapses in the ,direction
of staid imagery and easy phrasing; but the effort has ambition and at
times attains real importance in writing. Robert Morse, on the other
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol12/iss4/20
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hand, goes to c1assicallegend for his two long poems, "The Two Persephones" and "Ariadne," collected in one book under the former title.
These poems are a species of closet drama in form" the narrative being
told in terms of speeches and monologues on the part of the characters.
Morse has a more even competence than does Coblentz, the latter having a more immediately urgent theme. Morse's level does not approach,
great writing, but it is high nonetheless; and the second poem, particularly, seems to me much more than an interesting attempt at an old
theme and plot.
Psalms for a Late Season, by Judson C. Crews, and Small Rain, by
Joseph Cherwitnski, inaugurate the pamphlet series of the Iconograph
Press,. directed by Kenneth L. Beaudoin. Both pamphlets present
promising first collections. Crews is accomplished in a narrow vein of
social comment and protest -and with a free verse -technique. It is a
real accomplishment, of which we do not today have very many examples; but if I~rews seeks to go far, he faces a change toward a technical control dr a more disparate experience about the center he has
chosen. Cherwinski shows a ,more immediate promise because he
already has precision over a larger area. He has already published in
magazines poe:p1s better than the ones in this collectiorl, a fact which
demonstrates that his promise is more than a surface one. Pieces of
Three seems to offer the throw-offs of poets who have done better work
elsewhere, particularly Paul Goodman and Edouard Roditi.
_The other Ivolumes may be considered very briefly. Tom H. McNeal isa poetjwho, reminiscent of Housman, depends almost entirely
upon apt phrasing, undeveloped imagery, poetry of statement. He
accomplishes if well at times, but his sustained level is not high. Unfortunately Motley's the Only Wear does not show him well, for the
average is low~ Eric Wilson Barker's work does not live up to the pretentious introclIuction and foreword by John Cowper Powys and Benjamin DeCasseres. His verse is so smooth and so much alike from poem
to poem that iin a few pages it becomes cloying and disagreeable. But
he has two or three poems well above the level of the volumes by GolcU,e
Capers Smith and Fay Lewis Noble.
~
ALAN
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